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Fig. 8-2 

8-A. PROPELLER SHAFT REMOVAL 
Raise the rear end of the vehicle and support it with 
stands. . 
Note : 
To maintain drive line balance, mark the mating parts 
of the companion flange, yokes and propeller shaft so 
that they may be reinstalled in their original positions. 

Remove the following parts, 

1. Attaching bolts 
2. Propeller shaft assembly 

After removing the propeller shaft, install the turning 
holder (49 0259 440) into the extension housing to 
prevent lubricant from leaking out of the housing. 

8-8. PROPELLER SHAFT INSPECTION 
Inspect the propeller shaft for damage and rusty condi- 
tions. 

1. Check the run-out of the propeller shaft. 
If it exceeds limit, replace the propeller shaft. 

Run-out limit: 0.4 mm (0.016 in) 

2. Check the propeller shaft for dynamic unbalance. 
The maximum permissible unbalance is shown in 
the left table. If the unbalance is not within the 
specifications, correct or replace the propeller shaft 
assembly. 
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Fig. 8-4 
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Fig. 8-5 

8-C. UNIVERSAL JOINT DISASSEMBLY 
The propeller shaft should be replaced as an assembly 
only. But, if the unbalance of the propeller shaft aseem- 
bly can be checked and corrected within the specifica- 
tions, the universal joint onlv mav be replaced. 
1. Clean the outside of with a suitable 

solvent. 
2. Place the propeller a i i a i c  a V I J G  being careful1 

not to damage it 
3. Remove the snap 

the universal joint I 

rings. 

4. Tap spider bearing in the yoke with a suitable tool 
until the opposite side bearing come out enough. 

5. Remove the forced out spider bearing by lightly 
tapping the base of the yoke with a hammer. 

6. Remove the bearing at opposite side by the above 
procedures 4 and 5, and separate the flange yoke 
from the propeller shaft. 

7. Remove the remaining two bearings in the same 
manner. 

8. Remove 

- - 

the spider from the flange yoke. 

8-D. UNIVERSAL JOINT INSPECTION 
1. Examine the bearing surfaces of the spider. They 

should be smooth and free from pits. 
2. Measure the diameter of the spider. If it is less than 

the limit, replace with a new universal joint assembly. 

Fig. 8-6 

I 
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surface, and assemble them. 
2. Position the spider and one u w a i i i i 5  vll Lllb uailEG 

yoke. (sliding yoke or companion flange yoke) 
3. Position a suitable pusher on the bearing and press 

in the bearing to sufficient depth. 
4. Remove the pusher and install the snap ring. 
5. Place the bearing in the bore at other side of yoke. 

I I -  I 
I 

Fig. 8-7 
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Fig. 8-9 
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6. Position the pusher and press in the bearing until 

7. Remove the pusher and install the snap ring. 
L 

the spider is at the center of the yoke. 

8. Install the sliding yoke (or flange yoke) and spider 
assembly to the propeller shaft in the same manner 
as instructed above. 

Note : 
a) Avoid reusing the old snap rings. 
b) Use snap rings of same thickness a t  both sides of 

yoke. 
c) Select snap rings so as to place the spider a t  the 

center of the yoke and to give a suitable slight drag 
fit (not binding). 

L 

Snap rings are available in 9 thicknesses as shown in 
the left table. 

8-F. PROPELLER bHAr I IN3 I ALLA I IuN 
Install the propeller shaft in the reverse order of re- 
moving. 

Note : 
Be sure to observe location marks on the companion 
flange, yokes and propeller shaft for correct assembly. 

Fig. 8-10 
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